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SUMMARY
Coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) convalescent plasma (CCP), a passive polyclonal antibody therapeutic
agent, has had mixed clinical results. Although antibody neutralization is the predominant approach to
benchmarking CCP efficacy, CCP may also influence the evolution of the endogenous antibody response.
Using systems serology to comprehensively profile severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2
(SARS-CoV-2) functional antibodies of hospitalized people with COVID-19 enrolled in a randomized
controlled trial of CCP (ClinicalTrials.gov: NCT04397757), we find that the clinical benefits of CCP are asso-
ciatedwith a shift toward reduced inflammatory Spike (S) responses and enhanced nucleocapsid (N) humoral
responses. We find that CCP has the greatest clinical benefit in participants with low pre-existing anti-SARS-
CoV-2 antibody function and that CCP-induced immunomodulatory Fc glycan profiles and N immunodomi-
nant profiles persist for at least 2 months. We highlight a potential mechanism of action of CCP associated
with durable immunomodulation, outline optimal patient characteristics for CCP treatment, and provide guid-
ance for development of a different class of COVID-19 hyperinflammation-targeting antibody therapeutic
agents.
INTRODUCTION

Thecoronavirus disease2019 (COVID-19) pandemic has claimed

more than 4.5million lives to date.1 Despite the development and

deployment of vaccines to prevent severe COVID-19 and hospi-

talization, a significant portion of the world’s population still re-

mains unvaccinated. The evolution of severe acute respiratory

syndrome coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2) variants of concern that

are more infectious and more evasive of prior immunity fuels an

urgent need formore effective therapeutic agents for hospitalized

individuals with severe COVID-19.

Because of its immediate availability and safety profile,

COVID-19 convalescent plasma (CCP) was one of the first treat-

ments for COVID-19.2 However, evidence of CCP clinical effi-

cacy has beenmixed. Smaller clinical trials have shown a benefit
Cell Repor
This is an open access article under the CC BY-N
of high-titer CCP in patients early in the course of COVID-19.3–9

However, larger trials have not found an overall benefit of CCP,

with the caveat that many of these trials treated patients with

severe COVID-19 at later stages of disease.10,11 Along these

lines, the CONCOR-1 trial, a large, randomized controlled trial

of CCP in hospitalized patients with COVID-19, did not find a

clinical benefit of CCP but found that antibody-dependent cell

cytotoxicity (ADCC) was associated with a lower risk of intuba-

tion or death by day 30.12 This suggests that the efficacy of

CCP may in part depend on antibody Fc-effector functions and

needs to be further investigated.

Previous studies have highlighted the remarkable heterogene-

ity of SARS-CoV-2-specific antibody titers and antibody-effector

functions.13 However, whether particular functions or antibody

qualities, including ADCC, are associated with differential
ts Medicine 3, 100811, November 15, 2022 ª 2022 The Authors. 1
C-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
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therapeutic outcomes remains incompletely understood. We

applied systemserology to anopen-label randomizedclinical trial

that had shown evidence of a mortality benefit from treatment

with receptor-binding domain (RBD) ELISA-selected CCP treat-

ment.14 We found that CCP treatment delayed the evolution

of Spike (S)-specific inflammatory antibody responses and

induced stronger nucleocapsid (N)-specific antibody responses.

Both of these changes were associated with improved

outcomes in CCP-treated patients. We found that participants

with lower pre-existing antibody function rather than low

antibody levels experienced the greatest clinical benefit from

CCP. It is clear that CCP modulated humoral immunity during

acutediseaseandmonths thereafter, leading tomoreanti-inflam-

matory S-specific Fc glycans and persistent N-specific

immunodominance.

RESULTS

Global SARS-CoV-2 humoral profiles of CCP-treated and
control participants
With the emergence of novel SARS-CoV-2 variants that can

escape vaccine-induced neutralizing antibody responses and

monoclonal antibody therapeutic agents, CCP has regained

attention as a potential therapeutic strategy to treat COVID-

19.15–17 However, clinical trials evaluating the efficacy of CCP

have had mixed results. The striking heterogeneity of CCP and

our incomplete understanding of the mechanisms of action of

this natural therapeutic agent are contributing factors.12,13,18–20

To attain a more granular understanding of the CCP properties

that contribute to therapeutic efficacy, we profiled the SARS-

CoV2-specific antibody response across a group of patients

enrolled in a randomized control trial of CCP conducted at the

University of Pennsylvania.14 The University of Pennsylvania

(UPenn) CCP2 trial enrolled 80 individuals hospitalized with

COVID-19 pneumonia, which is defined as a positive SARS-

CoV-2 PCR assay, saturation of oxygen (SaO2) of less than

93% on room air or supplemental oxygen use, and radiological

evidence of pneumonia (Figure 1A). Seventy-nine participants

were included in our final analysis, 40 of whomwere randomized

to receive two units of CCP plus standard of care treatment and

39 of whom received standard of care treatment alone. One pa-

tient declined CCP treatment and withdrew from the study early.

Participants’ median age was 63 years (interquartile range [IQR]

[52, 74]), 54% were female, 13% were on immunomodulatory

treatments at baseline, and 26% had a prior cancer diagnosis.

Prior to CCP randomization, 81% of participants had been

treated with remdesivir, and 83% of participants had been

treated with corticosteroids.

The UPenn CCP2 trial enrolled participants early in their dis-

ease course, the median of which was 6 days after symptom

onset and 1 day of hospitalization. Mortality and the clinical

severity score (CSC) were the two prespecified outcomes of

this trial.14 The clinical severity score (CSC) is a composite score

that aims to effectively rank patients based on their disease

severity, taking into account multiple endpoints in a prioritized

manner.21 The CSC in this trial took into consideration a partici-

pant’s survival time, recovery time, and disease course while in

the hospital, including the 8-point World Health Organization
2 Cell Reports Medicine 3, 100811, November 15, 2022
(WHO) ordinal score (WHO8), use of supplemental oxygen, and

adverse events. The CSC was found to be significantly different

between CCP recipients and control individuals (median [IQR] 7

[2.75, 12.5] vs. 10 [5.5, 30], p = 0.037 byWilcoxon rank-sum test)

(Figure 1B).14 The study also found amortality benefit associated

with CCP administration on day 28 (odds ratio [OR] 0.156,

p = 0.013), with 5% (2 of 40) vs. 25.6% (10 of 39) mortality in

CCP-treated vs. control participants. These clinically meaningful

outcomes provided an opportunity to comprehensively examine

the immunological profiles across CCP-treated and control

participants to define potential biomarkers of immunity.

We profiled SARS-CoV-2-specific responses across CCP-

treated and control participants using systems serology.13,22

Antigen-specific isotype (immunoglobulin M [IgM] and IgA),

subclass (IgG1, IgG2, IgG3, and IgG4), and Fc receptor binding

(FcgR2AH, FcgR2B, FcgR3AV, FcgR3B, Fc alpha receptor I

[FcAR], and neonatal Fc receptor [FcRn]) analyses were per-

formed against S, the S1 domain of S, the RBD of S, the N-termi-

nal domain (NTD) of S, and N across plasma samples from CCP

recipients and control patients. Samples were taken when pa-

tients were enrolled into the study (pre-CCP or day 1, mentioned

later) and on day 3, day 8, day 15, day 29, and day 60 after enroll-

ment (Figure 1A). Antibody-directed innate immune cell func-

tional analysis was performed over time against S and N,

including antibody-dependent complement deposition (ADCD),

antibody-dependent cell phagocytosis (ADCP), antibody-

dependent neutrophil phagocytosis (ADNP), and antibody-

dependent natural killer (NK) (ADNK) cell activation (Figure 1C).

As expected, the humoral immune response to SARS-CoV-2

evolved across all participants (Figures 1C and 1D). Nearly all

S- andN-specific antibody features increased in the first 2weeks

of SARS-CoV-2 infection (Figure 1C). Multivariate uniform

manifold approximation and projection (UMAP) visualization

highlighted the similarities of the two profiled groups at the start

of the study, withmost day 1 samples (red) at the top in Figure 1D

and most day 60 samples (green) at the bottom. These data

support our assertion that timing of COVID-19 illness resulted

in significant changes in humoral immune responses over time

in this cohort. Samples from the CCP-treated and control arms

of the study were intermixed throughout the UMAP visualization

(Figure 1E), necessitating a more detailed analysis to identify

whether the evolution of the SARS-CoV-2 specific humoral im-

mune response differed between CCP-treated and control

participants.

CCP results in a delay in development of SARS-CoV-2
anti-S inflammatory antibody profiles
First, we confirmed that CCP-treated and control participants

had similar pre-existing (day 1) anti-SARS-CoV-2-specific

antibody profiles using UMAP plots (Figure 2A), local inverse

Simpson’s index (LISI) score analysis (Figure S1A), and univari-

ate statistical testing (Figure S1B). Next, we focused on the early

evolutionary differences across the groups, over the first 2weeks

of the trial, to understand how the trajectories of the humoral

immune response differed across the two groups. When we

looked at the distribution of how long patients had symptomatic

COVID-19 prior to enrollment, we found that it varied greatly from

1–20 days (Figure S1C). Thus, we aligned all participant humoral
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Figure 1. Global anti-SARS-CoV2 response in CCP-treated and control individuals

(A) Schematic of the UPenn CCP2 randomized clinical trial of CCP and the Ab profiling performed in this paper. In total, we profiled 302 samples from 79 patients.

Patients were randomly assigned to CP treatment (n = 40) or standard of care treatment (n = 39). Patient serum sampleswere collected on day 1 (n = 79), day 3 (n =

59), day 8 (n = 37), day 15 (n = 44), day 29 (n = 38), and day 60 (n = 45). Because patients experienced symptomatic COVID-19 for a variable number of days prior to

presenting to the hospital, we organized patient serum samples by day of the trial (day = 1 enrollment in clinical trial) and by day of symptom onset (day 1 = first day

of COVID-19-associated symptoms).

(B) Clinical severity score in the CCP-treated and control groups. Significance corresponds to two-sided Wilcoxon test p values (p = 0.0333; *p < 0.05).

(C) Heatmap of the SARS-CoV-2-specific Ab profiles of all patient time points, arranged by time point, arm of the trial, and patient age. Each bar represents the

average of Ab measurements taken in technical duplicates (Ab level and FcR binding assays) and biological duplicate (ADCP, ADNP, and ADNKA).

(D and E) Uniform manifold approximation and projection (UMAP) was used to visualize the multivariate SARS-CoV-2 Ab profiles in two dimensions. Each point

represents a given patient time point, and colors indicate (D) time point of collection and (E) treatment group.
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Figure 2. CCP provides clinical benefits by limiting development of the inflammatory S Ab trajectory

(A) Investigation of pre-existing (day 1) S Ab profiles by UMAP visualization of the samples on day 1 (pre-existing).

(B) The polar plots depict the mean percentile of each Ab feature at each week since onset of symptoms across the control arm (top) and CCP treatment arm

(bottom). Numbers of patient samples included per time point are as follows (week [# control, # CCP treated]): week 1 (15, 15), week 2 (31, 32), week 3 (24, 20),

week 4 (14, 15), week 5 (7, 10), and week 6 (10, 12).

(C–E)We employed a four-parameter logistic regression to fit the Ab growth trajectories to dissect the time-specific differences betweenCCP-treated and control

patients for each Ab feature. (C) A visual representation of the logistic regression model and the effect of each parameter on the curve of the model.

(D) This heatmap shows the Akaike weighted average parameter differences between the two groups. Each column shows a parameter, which is normalized

across the features. The color intensity indicates whether the parameter is higher in the CCP-treated (blue) or control (orange) model.

(legend continued on next page)
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profile data by the time from onset of symptoms prior to random-

ization to adjust for heterogeneity in each participant’s time

from COVID-19 symptom onset. Using this approach we found

that, by week 3 after symptom onset, CCP-treated individuals

had lower S-specific titers, FcR binding, and antibody (Ab)-de-

pendent functional activity (Figure 2B). This delay in the evolution

of the S-specific response was also evident on day 8, when data

were analyzed agnostic of day of symptom onset (Figure S1C).

To gain more granular insight into the specific humoral im-

mune responses that evolved differentially across the two

groups, four-parameter logistic regression models were gener-

ated for each Ab feature across each group from week 1 to

week 4 from symptom onset.23 This modeling approach allowed

us to quantitatively define how CCP treatment led to differences

in (1) initial levels of Ab features, (2) the initial speed of developing

an Ab feature, (3) the time it took for seroconversion, or (4) final

Ab feature plateau levels (Figure 2C). Although initial quantities

and initial conversion speeds were mixed for RBD and N fea-

tures, final RBD-specific titers (4, plateau level) and FcR binding

(FcgR2a, FcaR, and FcgR3b) were largely higher in the control

population (Figures 2D, S1F, and S2). In contrast, N-specific

titers and Ab plateau levels were similar in the two groups

or slightly higher in CCP-treated individuals. Specifically,

N-specific IgM, IgG2, and FCgR3b binding levels were elevated

in CCP-treated participants (Figures 2D and S1F). These data

suggested that CCP treatment was associated with blunting of

the inflammatory anti-S-specific humoral immune profiles in a

manner distinct from N-specific humoral immunity.

To stratify individual humoral characteristics that differedmost

across the CCP-treated and control groups over time, we used

the Akaike information criterion (AIC) of the paired models

(Figures 2E and S2E). We found that S-, RBD-, and S1-specific

FcgR2a binding differed most between the two treatment arms

(Figures 2E and S2). CCP-treated individuals exhibited lower

levels and delayed evolution of S-specific FcgR2a binding Abs

(Figures 2E and S2). Conversely, N-specific ADCD, IgG3, and

IgM differed between the two models and were enhanced in

CCP-treated individuals (Figures 2E and S2). Specifically,

N-specific IgG3 and N-specific ADCD developed earlier in

CCP-treated individuals, and N-specific ADCD reached higher

levels in CCP-treated individuals (Figure S2). By using a popula-

tion-based logistic regression model, we found strong evidence
(E) The bar plot depicts the delta-AIC of the best model compared with the model

the trajectory difference. The sign of delta-AIC represents the AUC difference be

enriched in the CCP-treated model (negative) or the control model (positive). The

treated model (pink) or control model (blue).

(F–I) Partial Least Squares regression [PLS-R] model that predicts clinical severity

the four-parameter logistic model. The PLS-Rmodel uses SARS-CoV-2 humoral p

PLS-R regression shows the separation of week 3 samples along the continuum

variable importance in projection (VIP) score in the PLS-R model of the LASSO-se

patients with higher severity (CSC > 20, red) or lower severity (CSC% 20, blue) o

are significantly correlated with the LASSO-selected features (larger nodes) (p <

Spearman correlation coefficient > 0.7). Nodes enriched in patients with higher s

The receiver operating characteristic [ROC] curve represents the predictive ability

S C1q, and S1 FcRn) to distinguish a higher severity score (CSC > 20) from a low s

were run 100 times, achieving a mean area under the curve (AUC) of 76.6. The blu

cross-validation ROC curves. All Ab measurements were taken in technical duplic

and ADNKA) and used as an average of the two for the analysis in this figure.
that CCP treatment resulted in attenuated inflammatory anti-S

immune evolution. Dampened anti-S profiles were also linked

to selectively enhanced N-specific humoral immune features.

CCP-induced blunting of S-specific inflammatory Ab
features is associated with improved clinical outcomes
Given the differences observed in S- and N-specific humoral im-

mune evolution between the CCP-treated and control groups,

we then sought to understand whether Ab properties enriched

and depleted in CCP-treated participants were associated with

improved clinical outcomes (measured by CSC) in CCP-treated

and control participants.14 Specifically, we selected the 30 Ab

features with the greatest |DAIC| values (Figure 2E). A least abso-

lute shrinkage and selection operator (LASSO) was then applied

to identify the minimal features that differed most across the

CSC score at week 3 after symptom onset, and a partial least-

squares regression (PLS-R) was applied to evaluate the

association between CSC and the set of LASSO-selected

features (Figure 2F). The PLS-R model identified differences be-

tween the groups that were statistically significant (Figures S1F

and S1G). Only six of the top 30 AIC-selected features were suf-

ficient to separate all participants based on CSC scores,

including S1-specific FcgR2a binding Ab levels, RBD-specific

IgG1 levels, S-specific ADNP, RBD-specific FcaR binding levels,

S-specific C1q binding levels, and S1-specific FcRn binding.

These six features were enriched in controls (Figure 2G) and in

those with the most severe disease, defined as participants

with a CSC of less than 20 (Figure 2I).

To identify the particular Ab properties associated with treat-

ment benefits, we then investigated the associations of the min-

imal LASSO-selected Ab features with other Ab qualities within

the larger humoral immune response using co-correlation net-

works. A large co-correlation network connected three of the

LASSO-selected features: S1-specific FcgR2AH, S ADNP, and

RBD IgG1 (Figure 2H). This co-correlation network contained a

broad and highly inflammatory S/RBD/S1-specific humoral pro-

file, including more functional Ab subclasses (IgG1 and IgG3),

S-specific neutrophil activity (ADNP), and S-specific monocyte

responses (FcR2A and ADCP). A second tight co-correlation

network linked RBD-specific FcaR binding levels with S-, S1-,

and RBD-specific IgA/FcaR features, confirming prior observa-

tions that RBD/S-specific IgA responses are associated with
without differences. The higher the delta-AIC, the better the model can explain

tween the CCP-treated and control curves, showing whether the Ab feature is

bars are colored according to whether the feature was enriched in the CCP-

in CCP-treated and control patients based on the top 30 features suggested by

rofiles fromweek 3 since onset of symptomatic COVID-19. (F) The score plot of

of clinical severity. Each dot represents a patient. (G) The bar graph shows the

lected features. Features are colored by disease severity: features enriched in

f COVID-19. (H) The network diagram illustrates the co-correlated features that

0.05 after multiple test correction using the Benjamini-Hochberg procedure,

everity or lower severity of COVID-19 are colored red and blue, respectively. (I)

of the LASSO-selected S features (S1 FcR2AH, RBD IgG1, S ADNP, RBDFcAR,

everity score (CSC% 20) using the PLS-DA model. Five-fold cross-validations

e line represents the mean ROC curve, and the dotted lines represent individual

ates (Ab level and FcR binding assays) and biological duplicates (ADCP, ADNP,
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worse disease severity.24–27 A third network consisted of RBD-

and S1-specific binding to the FcRn. These three co-correlation

networks consistently highlight the expanded and highly inflam-

matory S-specific humoral immune responses in individuals with

the most severe COVID-19 (highest CSC).

We next investigated whether features associated with poor

clinical outcomes in non-CCP-treated individuals were general-

izable. To this end, we testedwhether a PLS-Rmodel based only

on CCP recipients could predict poor clinical outcomes for all

trial participants. Specifically, we used the above PLS-R to pre-

dict whether participants, regardless of CCP treatment, could be

classified into (1) high-severity COVID-19 outcome (CSC > 20) or

(2) low-severity COVID-19 (CSC % 20). The model was highly

predictive of disease severity, achieving an average area under

the curve (AUC) in a receiver operating characteristic [ROC]

curve of 77% (Figure 2I). This demonstrated that these six inflam-

matory S Ab features predicted worse COVID-19 clinical out-

comes and reinforces that the inflammatory S Ab features in con-

trol participants are associated with more severe outcomes.

Thus, CCP modulation of S humoral immunity and dampening

of inflammation are linked to improved disease outcomes.

Correction for co-morbidities points to a robust
N-specific Ab signature of CCP treatment
A major challenge in understanding the effect of CCP is the het-

erogeneity of COVID-19 clinical disease. Co-morbid conditions,

including obesity, diabetes, cardiovascular disease, chronic kid-

ney disease, concomitant immunosuppression, and cancer,

have been associated with more severe COVID-19.28 Age and

obesity have been associated with decreased B cell responses

and lower Ab responses to pathogens and vaccines.29 To ac-

count for these covariates in our analysis of CCP-induced hu-

moral immune evolution, we used a nested mixed-linear

modeling approach of the Ab profiles of CCP-treated and control

participants over the first 15 days of the study (days 1–15 of the

clinical trial). Age, sex, race, ethnicity (Latinx vs. non-Latinx),

blood type, quarter of enrollment, diabetes, cardiovascular dis-

ease, hypertension, obesity, chronic kidney disease, cancer,

prior immunosuppression, concomitant treatment with remdesi-

vir at study entry, concomitant treatment with steroids at study

entry, and time of symptom onset were included in the models.

For each Ab feature, we generated two mixed linear models.

The full model incorporated treatment group (CCP treatment

vs. control) as a fixed effect; the null model, on the other hand,

did not. Thenwe compared the two nestedmodels with the likeli-

hood ratio test (LRT) to identify Ab features whose trajectories

were affected by CCP treatment. We then extracted the T values

(normalized coefficient) of the treatment group variable in the full

mixed linear model to quantify the CCP treatment effect on Ab

features. Ab features significantly affected by CCP treatment

were defined as having a T value greater than 2 and a two-sided

p value of less than 0.05. Most Ab features that significantly

differed between CCP-treated and control individuals were en-

riched in CCP-treated individuals (Figure 3A), suggesting that

many of the S-specific features that increased in control individ-

uals (Figure 2F) were influenced by known COVID-19 disease

severity risk factors. Most features enriched in CCP-treated indi-

viduals were N-specific Ab features, including binding strength
6 Cell Reports Medicine 3, 100811, November 15, 2022
to N-specific-FcgR2B, -FcgR3B, and -ADCD. The only feature

enriched in control participants (T < �2) was RBD Ab binding

to the IgA FcR FcaR (Figure 3A), also identified in our modeling

based on days from symptom onset (Figure 2F). To ensure the

validity of themodel results, we next confirmed that the N feature

levels prior to randomization were balanced across the two arms

(Figures 3B and S3A). Thus, using a multivariate mixed-effects

model, a robust and unexpected N-specific humoral signature

emerged in CCP-treated participants.

N features are associated with improved outcomes in
CCP-treated and control participants
Given the enrichment of N-specific Ab features in CCP recipi-

ents, we next sought to understand the relationship between

N-specific Abs and clinical outcomes in all study participants.

To define whether certain N-specific Ab features were associ-

ated with specific clinical outcomes, we applied a linear effects

model to the N-specific Ab profiles of CCP-recipients and con-

trols over the first 2 weeks of the trial (days 1–15). Data were cor-

rected for co-morbidities associated with COVID-19. N-specific

features explained 30% of the variation in clinical outcome

across the cohort (Figure 3C). The association of individual

N-specific Ab features and clinical outcome (CSC) (Figure 3D)

pointed to an association between most N-specific Ab features

and better clinical outcomes. Specifically, N-specific ADCD,

the most strongly CCP-enriched Ab feature (Figure 3A), was

also one of the most strongly associated with better clinical out-

comes (Figure 3D). N-specific FcgR2B, FcgR3B, C1q binding,

and IgM titers were also enriched in CCP-treated individuals

and associated with improved clinical outcomes

(Figures 3A and 3D). On the other hand, N-specific NK cell

CD107a and MIP1b expression were most strongly associated

with better outcomes (Figure 3D) but not differentially enriched

between CCP-treated and control participants (Figures 2F and

3A), suggesting that N-specific ADCC may be beneficial in

COVID-19 but not affected by CCP treatment. Not all

N-specific Ab responses are beneficial. N-specific IgA and

IgG4 levels were not enriched in CCP-treated individuals and

were associated with worse outcomes. These analyses suggest

that particular CCP treatment-associated N-specific humoral

immune responses are associated with better clinical outcomes.

COVID-19 participants with low functional Abs
benefitted most from CCP treatment
Emerging data from clinical trials suggest that participants who

have not yet generated an Ab response to SARS-CoV2 may

benefit the most from monoclonal Ab therapy.3,10,30,31 We

sought to understand whether seronegative individuals also

benefitted from CCP treatment. Next, to understand which

participants benefitted the most from CCP therapy in this study,

participants were clustered based on their day 1 SARS-CoV-2

Ab profiles. We used a Spearman correlation distance-based

neighborhood clustering approach (Figure 4A). Four clusters of

participants with similar pre-existing Ab profiles appeared

(Figures S4A and S4B). Cluster 1 contained participants with

the highest S- and N-specific humoral responses, and clusters

2, 3, and 4 had more varied Ab profiles. Cluster 4 included

individuals with the lowest S and N titers across all Ab features
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Figure 3. CCP also provides clinical benefits by enhancing N-focused humoral response

A nested mixed linear model was created for each Ab feature with and without a variable accounting for patient’s treatment group (CCP treatment versus control)

to assess CCP effects on host anti-SARS-CoV-2 humoral development.

(A) Volcano plot showing the T value (normalized coefficient) of the patient treatment group variable incorporated in the mixed linear model (x axis) and p value of

the LRT for the model fit difference between the two nested models (y axis). A positive T value represents a feature enriched in CCP-treated individuals, and a

negative T-value represents a feature enriched in control individuals.

(B–D) (B and C) N-specific humoral profile of CCP-treated and control patients. (B) Boxplots of selected N-specific features prior to treatment (day 1). Each box

represents the median (central line) and IQR (25th and 75th percentiles), and the twowhiskers represent 1.53 IQR. (C and D) A Linear regressionmodel was used

to assess whether N features could predict COVID-19 clinical severity of CCP-treated and control patients as measured by the clinical severity score. (C) The bar

plot shows the percentage of explained variance by clinical data (clinical characteristics, severity risk factors, and concurrent medications) and N Ab features. (D)

The bar plot shows the contribution of each N Ab feature to COVID-19 clinical severity. The magnitude represents the percentage of variation in the clinical

severity score explained by each feature, and the directions represents whether the Ab feature was associated with better (i.e., negative explained variance of

clinical severity score [%]) or worse (i.e., positive explained variance of clinical severity score [%]) clinical outcomes. All Abmeasurements were taken in technical

duplicates (Ab level and FcR binding assays) and biological duplicates (ADCP, ADNP, and ADNKA) and used as an average of the two for the analysis in this figure.
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(Figure 4A). Principal-component analysis and co-correlation

network structure demonstrated that clusters 1 and 4 were

most distinct in their SARS-CoV-2 Ab profiles (Figures 4B and

S4B). CCP-treated participants in cluster 4 exhibited the great-

est benefits (lower CSC) compared with control participants

(Figures 4C and 4F). To gain a granular sense of how cluster 4

individuals differed from the other clusters, we performed

univariate testing comparing cluster 4 Ab profiles with the Ab

profiles of non-cluster 4 participants, including clusters 1, 2,

and 3 (Figures 4D, 4E, and S5). Specifically, cluster 4 participants

possessed lower S- and N-specific Ab functions. They also ex-

hibited the lowest S- and N-specific ADCP, low S- and

N-specific Ab-mediated NK cell MIP1b production, and lower
S- and N-specific IgA1 and IgG1 titers (Figures 4D, 4E, and

S5). Based on these observations, we created the CCP benefit

signature: the set of features that best distinguished cluster 4

from clusters 1, 2, and 3. The CCP benefit signature included

all N- and S-specific Ab functional measurements and all Ab ti-

ters with |log fold change [FC]| > 0.75 (N-IgG1 and N-IgA1).

Our results suggested that participants with lower functional

Ab responses were more likely to benefit from CCP treatment.

Additional comparisons of clinical factors across the four clus-

ters pointed to a relatively balanced symptom duration prior to

trial enrollment (Figure S4C). However, participants in cluster 4

were less likely to have chronic kidney disease (CKD), be obese,

or be African American. On the other hand, they were more likely
Cell Reports Medicine 3, 100811, November 15, 2022 7
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Figure 4. Patients with fewer functional pre-existing Abs benefit the most from CCP

(A–F) Seventy-nine samples collected before treatment (day 1) were used to evaluate the association between Ab profiles and clinical severity, as measured by

the clinical severity score on day 28. Spearman correlation-based clustering was used to identify the population benefitting from CCP. (A) The heatmap rep-

resents the normalized day 1 Ab profiles. Patient samples were clustered into four groups based on the similarity of Spearman correlation coefficients of day 1

SARS-CoV-2 Ab profiles between samples.

(B) Principal-component analysis (PCA) plot (bottom) shows the relatedness of patients in each of the identified four clusters, and the density plot (top) displays

the organization of the patient samples from each of the four clusters along principal component 1 (PC1). (C) The boxplots show the clinical severity scores of

CCP-treated and control patients in each of the four clusters. A Wilcoxon rank test was used to test for differences in clinical severity scores between the two

groups in each cluster (two-sided p value: 0.365, 0.799, 1, 0.00415). (D) The volcano plots show the Ab function, titers, and FcR binding features that were most

different between cluster 4 and the rest of the population (clusters 1, 2, and 3). The pop-out highlights features with a log fold change (logFC) between�2 and 2 as

well as p < 0.05. The x axis represents the logFC of cluster 4 over clusters 1, 2, and 3, and the y axis represents the p value from a two-sided Wilcoxon test. Each

dot represents an Ab feature. Ab features with |logFC|> 2 are colored according to the population in which they were enriched; i.e., in cluster 4 (brown) or in

(legend continued on next page)
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to have enrolled later in the clinical trial period (May 2020 through

January 2021) (Table S1). Cluster 4 control individuals were

significantly older than the individuals in the cluster 4 CCP-

treated group (Figure 4G; Table S2). To define whether the

CCP response signatures identified in cluster 4 could predict

benefits from CCP across the whole trial, we re-clustered partic-

ipants based on the CCP benefit signature. Ab profiles clustered

into 2 groups (Figures 4H, S4D, and S4E). Cluster A consisted of

a heterogeneous mix of participants with overall lower S- and

N-specific Ab features (Figure 4H) and with statistically signifi-

cant lower CSC (and better clinical outcome) in CCP-treated

participants (Figure 4F). In contrast, cluster B consisted predom-

inately of higher levels of S- and N-specific Ab functions and

titers (Figure 4H) and nearly identical CSC across CCP-treated

and control participants (Figure 4I). Clinical characteristics

were equally distributed across the two-cluster model

(Table S3) as well as across cluster A CCP-treated and control

groups (Table S4). These data suggest that the quality of the

pre-existing humoral immune response to SARS-CoV-2 infec-

tion largely explained the benefit individuals received from

CCP, rather than patient demographic factors or COVID-19

severity risk factors.

We next sought to identify specific pre-existing Ab functions or

levels that were predictive of benefits from CCP treatment. We

created three linear models that predicted the clinical severity

measured by the CSC of CCP-treated participants based on

their pre-existing Ab levels, unadjusted Ab functions, or IgG1-

normalized Ab functions. For this comparison, we used the top

12 Ab functions and the top 12 Ab levels that differed between

cluster 4 and clusters 1, 2, and 3 (Figure 4D). Ab isotype and sub-

class alone only predicted 32% of the variation in CSC, whereas

Ab functions predicted 57% of variation in CSC (Figure 4K).

When we normalized the Ab functions by IgG1 to eliminate the

influence of Ab titer differences, we continued to explain 60%

of the variation in CSC (Figure 4F). Although S IgG1 level was

predictive (Figure S4), IgG1-normalized S- and N-specific

humoral features, such as N-ADCP, N-ADNP, and S- as well

as N-ADNKA MIP-1b, were more predictive (Figures S4G and

S4H). This suggests that the magnitude of the pre-existing Ab

functional humoral response was more predictive than sero-sta-

tus alone.

SARS-CoV-2-specific Ab titers are tightly associated with

disease severity.32–34 Thus, to understand whether individuals

with lower Ab levels represented a surrogate of lower viral
clusters 1, 2, and 3 (cyan). (E) Boxplots of representative Ab functions enriched in

and control patients in cluster 4 and clusters 1, 2, and 3. A two-sided Wilcoxon

(G) Boxplot of the age of CCP-treated and control patient in cluster 4 and clusters

treatment arms.

(H–J) Re-clustering patients based on the benefit signature identified in (D) and (E

and B) identified by the benefit signature—the features that most distinguished c

clinical severity of CCP-treated and control groups in clusters A and B. The differe

two-sided Wilcoxon test. (J) Boxplots of the age of CCP-treated and control gro

(K) Three separate linear regressionmodels were used to assess which type of pre

The bar plots show the percentage of explained variance by Ab titers, Ab function

12 features that differed between cluster 4 and clusters 1, 2, and 3 for the linear

For the boxplots in (C), (E)–(G), (I), and (J), each box represents the median (cen

1.5 3 IQR. *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001, ****p < 0.0001. All Ab measureme

biological duplicates (ADCP, ADNP, and ADNKA) and used as an average of the
burden and, thus, a higher likelihood of surviving disease, we

compared SARS-CoV-2 viral loads across cluster A and cluster

B prior to CCP treatment. We found that, prior to CCP treatment,

cluster B CCP recipients had lower nasopharyngeal swab viral

loads than their cluster A counterparts (Figure S6A). SARS-

CoV-2 viral loads were significantly anti-correlated with many S

protein Ab titers but not with many S and N Ab functions

(Figure S6B). We next found that Ab function and titer were far

better predictors of clinical severity than SARS-CoV-2 viral

load in a linear regression model, accounting for 41.5%, 15%,

and 5.3% of the variation in clinical severity score, respectively

(Figures S6C and S6D). Further, Ab functional measurements

were better predictors of clinical severity than SARS-CoV-2 viral

load. A single functional Ab measurement, N-ADNP, was 3-fold

more predictive of clinical severity than SARS-CoV-2 viral load.

Though higher viral loads have previously been shown to be pre-

dictors of clinical response to CCP therapy in prior work, here we

found that pre-existing anti-SARS-CoV-2 functional humoral

responses are stronger predictors of response to CCP.

Two months later, CCP treatment resulted in a
sustained shift in the inflammatory status of S-specific
Ab via glycosylation changes
Based on the pharmacokinetics of intravenous immunoglobulin

[IVIG] in secondary immunodeficiencies, it is unlikely that Ab

from 2 units of CCP (�400 mL) would continue to circulate for

more than a month after therapy.35 Thus, we next examined

whether CCP had long-lasting effects on recipients’ SARS-

CoV-2 humoral immune response. First we found that CCP-

treated and control participants did not have significantly

different S IgG1 levels (Figure 5A). In addition to changes in the

overall levels of Abs, the functional and inflammatory properties

of Abs are regulated by changes in IgG Fc glycosylation at aspar-

agine 297.36–38 Given the importance of the Fc glycan in severe

COVID-19,39,40 we profiled Fc glycan differences across CCP-

treated and control participants 2 months after treatment (day

60). CCP-treated individuals exhibited selective enrichment of

S-specific disialylated and diglycosylated peaks, such as

G2S2F, G2S2B, and G2S21F (Figures 5B and 5C). A LASSO/

PLS-DA model, using S-specific Fc glycan profile features only,

was able to separate CCP-treated from control participants

(Figures 5D and S7A). Among the Fc glycan structures, digalac-

tosylated and sialylated structures were selectively enriched in

CCP-treated participants, whereas asialylated G1FB.G2 was
non-cluster 4 patients. (F) Boxplot of the clinical severity score of CCP-treated

test was performed to compare age between treatment arms.

1, 2, and 3. A two-sidedWilcoxon test was performed to compare age between

) on the whole population. (H) The heatmap shows the two clusters (clusters A

luster 4 from clusters 1, 2, and 3 patients (the top 12 features). (I) Boxplots of

nce between CCP-treated and control patients’ clinical severity was tested by

ups in clusters A and B.

-existing Ab features best predicted clinical severity in CCP-treated individuals.

s, or IgG1 titer-corrected Ab functions in the separate models. We used the top

regression model of each Ab feature category.

tral line) and IQR (25th and 75th percentiles), and the two whiskers represent

nts were taken in technical duplicates (Ab level and FcR binding assays) and

two for the analysis in this figure.
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Figure 5. CCP recipients have highly sialylated and galactosylated S-specific Fc modifications long after treatment

(A–C) (A) Bar graphs of S-specific IgG1 levels in CCP-treated and control participants 60 days after randomization. S-specific Fc glycosylation patterns were

measured by capillary electrophoresis in all participants with day 60 samples collected from CCP-treated (n = 19) and control (n = 16) participants. Shown are

representative chromatographs of CCP-treated (B) and control (C) participants.

(D and E) LASSOPLS-DAwas performed to identify the Fc glycan features that separated the two groups. The PLS-DA score plot (D) shows that the S-specific Fc

glycans can separate CCP-treated from control participants, with LV1 explaining 41%of variation that separates the two groups along the x axis. Each dot shows

an Fc glycanmeasurement. The LV1 loading plot (E) shows the LASSO-selected features. Pink represents features enriched in CCP-treated participants, and blue

represents features enriched in control participants.

(F) The Spearman correlation network shows the co-correlated features (small nodes) that are significantly correlated (p < 0.05 after multiple test correction using

the Benjamini-Hochberg procedure, Spearman correlation coefficient > 0.5) with themodel-selected features (large nodes). Large nodes are colored according to

the treatment arm in which they are enriched. Edges are colored bymagnitude and sign of correlation, with dark red and dark blue representing strong correlation

and anti-correlation, respectively.

(G and H) Univariate plots for G2S2FB (G) and disialylated (H) Fc glycans in CCP-treated (pink) and control (blue) participants.

*p < 0.05 by a two-sided Wilcoxon rank test. All Fc glycan measurements are expressed as an average of technical duplicate capillary electrophoresis runs.
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enriched in control participants (Figure 5E). A co-correlational

network was constructed to gain deeper insights into the

collection of Fc glycans that may co-evolve in the setting of

CCP treatment (Figure 5F). G2S2F, enriched in CCP-treated par-
10 Cell Reports Medicine 3, 100811, November 15, 2022
ticipants,wasstrongly correlatedwith sialylation, disialylation, di-

galactosylation, as well as individual digalactosylated Fc glycan

species, including G2S1FB, G2S2, and G2S2FB. Conversely,

G2S2F was strongly anti-correlated with monogalactosylation
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and asialylated features such as G2F, G1F.1FB, and G1FB.G2,

pointing to enrichment of heavily sialylated and galactosylated

S Abs in CCP-treated individuals. Because high sialylation41,42

and galactosylation43 have been linked to anti-inflammatory Ab

activity, these data point to the evolution of anti-inflammatory

S-specific Ab profiles after CCP therapy. A second network

was observed, including the CCP-treated enriched feature

G2S1B with another bisected feature G2B, pointing to a

potential role of bisecting GlcNAc in CCP-treated individuals.

G2S2FB and disialylated Abs were individually significantly

enriched in CCP-treated individuals compared with non-

treated control individuals (Figures 5G and 5H). These data point

to a longer-term effect of CCP on shaping the inflammatory pro-

file of the evolving SARS-CoV-2 humoral immune response.

N immunodominance persists 2 months after CCP
treatment
Given the presence of a persistent anti-inflammatory humoral

signature on S-specific Abs 2 months after treatment, we finally

aimed to define whether early signatures of response to therapy

persisted over time. Thus, we investigated the SARS-CoV-2-

specific Ab profiles of CCP-treated and control participants

2 months after treatment. Two months after therapy, CCP-

treated individuals continued to exhibit enhanced N-specific

Ab titers and FcR binding Abs. Control participants still had

higher S1- and RBD-specific Ab titers and FcR binding

(Figures 6A and 6B), pointing to persistence of the immunodomi-

nant shift associated with CCP therapy. Using a LASSO/PLS-

DA, we found that CCP-treated individuals continued to exhibit

a unique overall humoral immune profile compared with control

participants (Figures 6C–6E). Only 4 of the total 70 features were

sufficient to separate Ab profiles across the 2 groups 2 months

after therapy. Two features, NTD-specific IgA1 and NTD-spe-

cific FcgR3A binding Ab levels, were enriched in control partic-

ipants in our model (Figure 6D). N-specific IgM and C1q binding

Abs were selectively enriched in CCP-treated individuals (Fig-

ure 6D). The LASSO-selected feature co-correlation network

highlighted the presence of additional S-specific features

associated with NTD-specific FcgR3AV binding levels in control

individuals. These features were inversely correlated with

N-specific ADCP, highlighting the dichotomous response repre-

sented by an S- or N-focused Ab profile (Figure 6F). N-C1q was

tightly co-correlated with 15 other N-specific Ab features that

were all selectively enriched among CCP-treated individuals.

The tight correlation of N-specific ADCD with C1q (Figure 6F),

as well as the LASSO selection of N-specific C1q and

N-specific IgM (Figure 6D), suggested that CCP treatment may

contribute to a durable, classical complement pathway

response. These data point to durable effects of CCP that result

in long-lived attenuation of S-specific inflammatory responses

in favor of a durable, N-specific, complement-focused

humoral response. These data suggest that the benefits

of CCP in hospitalized patients with COVID-19 are in part due

to an immunodominance shift in humoral immune evolution.

CCP treatment is marked by a reduced S-specific humoral im-

mune response and augmented N-specific humoral immunity,

resulting in durable changes in Ab profiles months after

treatment.
DISCUSSION

Since the start of the COVID-19 pandemic, many clinical trials

have studied the efficacy of CCP. Many large studies of hospital-

ized patients with COVID-19 have not demonstrated benefits

fromCCP.However, select studies of high-titerCCPearlier in dis-

ease have shown a mortality benefit and improvement in clinical

status.3–7,9–11,14 We used systems serology to study a random-

ized study showing clinical benefits of CCP treatment early in

hospitalization for COVID-19 pneumonia14 to understand the sig-

natures of protective immunity provided by CCP. Insight into the

specific components of a polyclonal Ab therapy that are associ-

ated with improved patient outcomes could inform how we

choose and design monoclonal Abs (mAbs) for future SARS-

CoV-2 treatment therapies. We found that CCP shifted immuno-

dominance to SARS-CoV-2 by diminishing the S-focused

evolution in exchange for expanded N-specific activity. The

clinical benefits associated with this immunodominance shift

support threemajor findings: (1) the importanceof blunting the in-

flammatory S-targeted humoral response in severe COVID-19

disease, (2) the critical role of N-specific immune complexes in

CCP benefits, and (3) the anti-inflammatory effects on the S

and N humoral response are long lasting. These findings expand

our previous study earlier in the COVID-19 pandemic, which was

not designed to assess the clinical benefits of CCP but found that

CCP enriched in N-specific Abs blunted development of the

inflammatory anti-SARS-CoV-2 host response.13 Here, in the

UPenn CCP2 study, we found that CCP treatment led to slower

development and lower levels of FcR2A-binding Abs, the pre-

dominant FcR on monocytes, as well as lower levels of S-, S1-,

and RBD-specific Abs, suggesting that CCP may actually blunt

development of monocyte-activating S Abs. Emerging work

has shown that the afucosylated inflammatory S Abs found in

participants with severe COVID-19 promote macrophages to

produce pro-inflammatory cytokines44 and that inflammatory

monocyte/macrophages are central to the hyperinflammatory

state in severeCOVID-19.45 This strongly supports the possibility

that part of the therapeutic benefit of a polyclonal Ab therapy oc-

curs via immunomodulatory effects of the Abs rather than solely

via antiviral activity alone. Thus, in some instances, CCP treat-

ment therapy may acutely dampen the Ab-induced macro-

phage/monocyte hyperinflammatory host response, tempering

the cytokine storm, and potentially result in long-lasting anti-in-

flammatory effects after resolution of COVID-19 viremia.

The underlying immunologicmechanisms of howCCP leads to

long-lasting immunomodulation remain unclear but may include

several non-mutually exclusive mechanisms. Blockade of viral

spread by CCP-derived neutralizing Abs coupled to the opsono-

phagocytic activity of CCP-derived functional Abs may lead to

attenuation of inflammation at the time of infection, permitting

the immune system to develop a balanced adaptive immune

response.46,47NowCCP isderived fromconvalescent individuals

months fromacute infectionwith rested, less inflammatory Fcdo-

mains. Conversely, it is plausible that CCP-formed immune com-

plexes may also drive uptake via type 2 receptors,48–50 germinal

center activation, and clearance of the virus in the setting of anti-

inflammatory signals that lead to epigenetic programs that result

in longer-lived anti-inflammatory responses.51 More work is
Cell Reports Medicine 3, 100811, November 15, 2022 11
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Figure 6. Long-lasting N immunodominance in CCP recipients

Shown are SARS-CoV-2 functional Ab profiles of 45 patients (CCP-treated, n = 25; control, n = 20) on day 60.

(A) Polar plots of the mean percentile of each Ab feature across the control (left) and CCP-treated study arms (right). The features were grouped by the antigen

detectors and are depicted in a key.

(B) Volcano plot showing the difference between the humoral profile of the CCP-treated group and control group by the FC of mean value (x axis) and two-sided p

value from Wilcoxon rank test (y axis).

(C–F) LASSOPLS-DAmodel identified the Ab features that distinguish CCP-treated from control patients on day 60. (C) The PLS-DA score plot demonstrates that

CCP-treated and control day 60 patients can be discriminated by the LASSO-selected features. Each dot represents an individual patient. (D) VIP score of the

selected features. The magnitude indicates the importance of the features in driving separation in the model. Pink represents a feature enriched in CCP-treated

patients, and blue represents a feature enriched in control patients. (E) The performance and robustness of themodel was validated with permutation testing. The

violin plot shows the distributions of repeated classification accuracy testing using label permutation. The p value from the permutation testing is two sided. Black

squares indicate the median accuracy and black lines represent 1 SD. (F) The correlation network shows the co-correlated features (small nodes) that are

significantly correlated (p < 0.05 after multiple test correction using the Benjamini-Hochberg procedure, Spearman correlation coefficient > 0.3) with the model-

selected features (large nodes). Large nodes are colored according to the treatment arm in which they are enriched. All Ab measurements were taken in technical

duplicates (Ab level and FcR binding assays) and biologic duplicates (ADCP, ADNP, and ADNKA) and used as an average of the two for the analysis in this figure.
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needed toelucidate theprecisemechanism(s) bywhichCCPmay

regulate immunity beyond simple clearance of the virus.

Our results show that N-focused immunodominance in

COVID-19 disease is associated with improved clinical out-

comes. Emerging work suggests that freely circulating N protein

can activate complement via the alternative pathway52,53 and is

likely involved in the hyperinflammatory lung damage seen in

people with severe COVID-19 that leads to acute respiratory
12 Cell Reports Medicine 3, 100811, November 15, 2022
distress syndrome.52,54 mAbs targeting N in an in vitro system

can inhibit free N-induced MASP-2 activation.53 In this work,

we found that CCP induces stronger N-specific humoral re-

sponses that were associated with improved clinical outcomes.

This suggests that N immunodominancemay be amechanism to

attenuate inflammatory activity of N-specific immune complexes

in the lung while allowing the rest of the immune system to con-

trol and clear the infection. N Ab function in addition to binding is
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important for the effects we see with CCP. Of the 19 N-specific

Ab features that were associated with CCP treatment, the two

most strongly associated with clinical benefits were ADCD and

FcR2B binding. The long-lasting immunodominance shift asso-

ciated with CCP treatment identified in this work highlights the

potential importance of clearing N-immune complexes early in

severe COVID-19 and suggests that N could be a unique target

for mAb therapies modifying severe COVID-19.

The observed immunodominance shifts associated with CCP

treatment were linked to improved clinical outcomes. Using

orthogonal analytical approaches, we found that the diminished

S features and enhanced N features in CCP-treated individuals

were associated with better outcomes in control as well as in

CCP-treated participants. Our data suggest that the benefits of

CCP in hospitalized patients with COVID-19 may not only be

due to neutralizing Ab but also shifting immunodominance of

CCP recipients’ immune response via Ab functional activity.

This observed immunomodulatory effect suggests that passive

polyclonal Ab therapy may have distinct benefits in patients

with COVID-19 compared with anti-RBD mAbs and antiviral

agents such as nirmatrelvir/ritonavir55 and molnupiravir,56 both

of which target viral invasion/replication to provide clinical bene-

fits. Most anti-RBD monoclonal agents are not designed to be

immunomodulatory and likely contribute to control of infection

by limiting viral spread. Thus, monoclonal capture of the virus

may limit the inflammatory properties of the virus but not temper

host-driven inflammation. Even sotrovimab, a newer-generation

IgG1 anti-RBD Ab with a half-life extending LSmutation (M428L/

N434S), is decorated with the same Fc glycans as standard

monoclonal agents57,58 and likely mediates protection via a

similar mechanism of action. The continued evolution of new var-

iants of concern (VOCs), most recently Omicron, has led to loss

of activity for many of the RBD-targeted mAbs.59–62 Polyclonal

Ab therapies such as CCP, hybrid convalescent/vaccinated

plasma,15 COVID-19 hyperimmunoglobulin,63 equine COVID-

19 hyperimmunoglobulin, and transchromic COVID-19 hyperim-

munoglobulin such as SAB-18564 may contain the breadth of

Abs needed to combat perpetually evolving pathogens by tar-

geting multiple epitopes to bind, clear, and attenuate

inflammation.

The emergence of the omicron variant has rendered most of

our mAb therapeutic agents inactive.59–62 As a result, there is a

renewed interest in use of polyclonal Ab therapies like CCP.

This class of Ab therapeutic agents is less likely to lose efficacy

to new variants because it targets multiple sites in the virus, and

plasma from survivors of recently circulating variants can be pro-

cured relatively quickly. By using a systematic approach in our

study of the factors contributing to the therapeutic benefits of

CCP, we found untapped targets for future severe COVID-19-

modifying treatments. Our findings contribute to a burgeoning

literature showing the promise of anti-N mAbs as a disease-

modifying treatment for severe COVID-19-induced hyperinflam-

mation. Identifying biomarkers that will predict who will respond

to a passive Ab therapy like CCP will be essential to streamline

COVID-19 therapy and improve outcomes. Our findings show

that, by choosing CCP based on high S titers alone and selecting

patients based on low pre-existing S titers, we are likely incor-

rectly matching patients with therapies. Finally, our research
confirms the importance of the functional S and N Ab response

in treatment of COVID-19 and should guide development of

COVID-19 mAb and polyclonal Ab therapeutic agents that focus

not only on neutralization but also on Fc-directed functionality.

Limitations of the study
In this work, we studied a randomized control clinical trial of hos-

pitalized patients with severe COVID-19 where CCP treatment

led to a significant decrease in mortality and improvement in

disease severity. Although the UPenn CCP2 trial enrolled fewer

participants than multicenter CCP trials, it used local, single-

sourced plasma, which may in part explain its positive results.65

By focusing our analysis on this single center, wewere able to use

time-to-event analysis aspart of theCSCandhelp usbetter parse

out the continuum of COVID-19 outcomes. Designed as a ran-

domized trial that compared CCP with standard of care treat-

ment, our analysis of the UPenn CCP2 trial cannot rule out the ef-

fects of non-Ab proteins present in CCP.However, Sullivan et al.9

found that CCP reduced the risk of hospitalization in a trial of CCP

vs. fresh-frozen plasma (FFP), suggesting that serum proteins

present in FFP and CCP are not responsible for the clinical ben-

efits found in their and our trial. We were not able to seek CCP-

specific Ab features that drove COVID-19 clinical outcomes

because the majority of participants in our clinical trial received

CCP from two separate plasma donors. It is important to note

that this study was conducted before there was widespread

vaccination in theUnitedStates;wedonot knowhowvaccination

status will affect CCP response. Because the majority of partici-

pants in this study were already being treated with corticoste-

roids and remdesivir, we cannot address whether the activity of

CCPwe found here is independent or contingent on combination

treatment. Despite these limitations, we were able to use deep

humoral immune profiling to understand how CCP modulates

host immunodominance and affects clinical outcomes.
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Materials availability
This study did not generate new unique reagents.

Data and code availability
d The processed dataset generated during and analyzed during the current study have been made available in Table S5 and

deposited at Mendeley Data: https://doi.org/10.17632/zc5dzbn9tb.1. Antibody class, subclass, FcR-binding, and functional

assay measurements are included in the first sheet of the table and Spike-specific Fc-glycans data is included in the second

sheet.

d Custom codewas used in thismanuscript and has beenmade available at Zenodo.org: 6110200. The R packages used for data

analysis are described in more detail in the STAR methods section, and more information is available upon request.

d Any additional information required to reanalyze the data reported in this paper is available from the lead contact upon request.
EXPERIMENTAL MODEL AND SUBJECT DETAILS

Clinical studies and human serum samples
The cohort described here participated in a randomized control trial of convalescent plasma in hospitalized patients with severe

COVID-19, as described in Bar et al.14 Briefly, the study enrolled hospitalized adults with RT-PCR-confirmed SARS-CoV-2 infection,

radiographic documentation of pneumonia, and abnormal respiratory status, defined as room air saturation of oxygen (SaO2) <93%,

or requiring supplemental oxygen, or tachypnea with a respiratory rate R30 breaths per minute. Participants were excluded if they

had a contraindication to transfusion, were participating in other clinical trials of investigational COVID-19 therapy, if therewas clinical

suspicion that the etiology of acute illness was primarily due to a condition other than COVID-19, or if ABO-compatible CCP was

unavailable. Between May 2020 and January 2021, a total of 80 eligible participants were randomized to receive either 2 units of

CCP and standard of care (treatment arm) versus standard of care alone (control arm). Participants were assigned to treatment or

control in a 1:1 ratio. 41 participants were randomized to treatment, but two declined CCP administration and 40 were included in

our analysis; 39 participants were randomized to control. 39 participants in the treatment arm received up to 2 units of convalescent

plasma on study day 1; with 4 participants receiving 2 units from the same donor and 35 receiving units from two distinct donors.

Participants were enrolled a median of 6 days (IQR 4–9) after the onset of COVID-19 symptoms. None of the participants were on

mechanical ventilation on enrollment. The majority of participants received steroids (83%) and remdesivir (81%) at enrollment.

The median age of participants was 63 (IQR 52–74), and 41% had diabetes, 67% had hypertension, 45% had obesity, 32% had

chronic kidney disease, 27% had cancer, and 14% had immunodeficiencies. Of the enrolled participants, 54% were female and

45% were male. The majority of participants identified as African American (53%), with 5% identifying as Asian, 4% Identifying as

Latino/a, 34% identifying as Non-Latino/a Caucasian, and 4% without an identified race or ethnicity.

The clinical cohort described in Bar et al.14 was approved by the University of Pennsylvania institutional review board and

registered at ClinicalTrials.gov with number NCT04397757. All participants provided informed consent prior to participation in the

study. Secondary Use of patient samples and clinical samples was approved by the Mass General Brigham Institutional Review

Board.
e2 Cell Reports Medicine 3, 100811, November 15, 2022
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Primary immune cells
Fresh peripheral bloodwas collected by theMGHBlood bank fromhealthy human volunteers. All volunteers gave signed consent and

were over 18 years of age, and all samples were de-identified before use. The study was approved by the MGH Institutional Review

Board. Human neutrophils were isolated from fresh peripheral blood andmaintained at 37�C, 5%CO2 in RPMI with 10% fetal bovine

serum, L-glutamine, penicillin/streptomycin.

Cell lines
THP-1 cells (ATCC), a monocytic leukemia cell line, were maintained in RPMI supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum,

L-glutamine, penicillin/streptomycin, HEPES, and beta-mercaptoethanol. THP-1 cells were grown at 37�C, 5% CO2.

METHOD DETAILS

Antibody titer and Fc-receptor binding assays
Antigen-specific antibody subclass, isotype, and Fc-receptor (FcR) binding levels were assayed with a customized multiplexed

Luminex bead array, as previously described.67 This allowed for relative quantification of antigen-specific humoral responses in a

high-throughput manner and simultaneous detection of many antigens. A panel of SARS-CoV-2 antigens including the full spike

glycoprotein (S) (provided by Lake Pharma), receptor binding domain (RBD) (Provided by Aaron Schmidt, Ragon Institute) nucleo-

capsid (N) (Aalto Bio Reagents, Dublin, Ireland), S1 (Sino Biological, Beijing, China) S2 (Sino Biological, Beijing, China), andN-terminal

domain (NTD) (Sino Biological, Beijing, China) were used. Control antigenswere run including amix of three Flu-HA proteins (H1N1/A/

New Caledonia/20/99, H1N1/A/Solomon Islands/3/2006, H3N2)(A/Brisbane/10/2007 – Immune Tech) and Ebola glycoprotein

(IBT Bioservices). In brief, antigens were coupled to uniquely fluorescent magnetic carboxyl-modified microspheres (Luminex

Corporation, Austin, TX) using 1-Ethyl-3- (3-dimethylaminopropyl) carbodiimide (EDC) (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA)

and Sulfo- N-hydroxysuccinimide (NHS) (Thermo Fisher Scientific,Waltham,MA). Antigen-coupledmicrosphereswere then blocked,

washed, and incubated for 16 h at 4�Cwhile rocking at 700 rpmwith diluted plasma samples at plate concentrations of 1:12,000 for all

subclasses and isotypes and C1q and FcRn binding and 1:120,000 for all other Fc-receptors to form immune complexes in a 20 uL

volume in 384-well plates (Greiner, Monroe, NC). The following day, plates were washed using an automated plate washer (Tecan,

Männedorf, Z€urich, Switzerland) with 0.1% BSA and 0.02% Tween 20. Antigen-specific antibody titers were detected with Phyco-

erythrin (PE)-coupled antibodies against IgG1, IgG2, IgG3, IgG4, IgA1, and IgM (SouthernBiotech, Birmingham, AL). To measure

antigen-specific Fc-receptor binding, biotinylated Fc-receptors (FcR2AH, 2B, 3AV, 3B, FcRn, FCAR, FCR3AV – Duke Protein

Production facility, C1q – Sigma Aldrich) were coupled to PE to form tetramers and then added to immune-complexed beads to incu-

bate for 1 h at room temperature while shaking. Fluorescence was detected using an Intellicyt iQue with a 384-well plate handling

robot (PAA) and analyzed using Forecyt software by gating on fluorescent bead regions. PE median fluorescence intensity (MFI)

was measured as the readout of each antigen-specific antibody measurements. All experiments were performed in duplicate while

operators were blinded to study group assignment and all cases and controls were run at the same time to avoid batch effects. The

mean value of the duplicate measurements was used for further statistical analysis.

Ab-directed functional assays
Bead-based assays were used to quantify antibody-dependent cellular phagocytosis (ADCP), antibody-dependent neutrophil

phagocytosis (ADNP) and antibody-dependent complement deposition (ADCD), as previously described.68–72 Yellow (ADNP and

ADCP) as well as red (ADCD) fluorescent neutravidin beads (Thermo Fisher) were coupled to biotinylated SARS-CoV-2 S antigens

and incubated with diluted plasma (ADCP 1:100, ADNP 1:50, ADCD 1:10) to allow immune complex formation for 2h at 37�C. To
assess the ability of sample antibodies to induce monocyte phagocytosis, THP-1s (ATCC) were added to the immune complexes

at 1.25E5cells/ml and incubated for 16 h at 37�C. For ADNP, primary neutrophils were isolated via negative selection (Stemcell)

from whole blood. Isolated neutrophils at a concentration of 50,000 per well were incubated with immune complexes for 1h

incubation at 37�C. Neutrophils were stained with an anti-CD66b PacBlue detection antibody (Biolegend) and fixed with 4%

paraformaldehyde (Alfa Aesar). To measure antibody-dependent deposition of C3, lyophilized guinea pig complement (Cedarlane)

was reconstituted according to manufacturer’s instructions and diluted in gelatin veronal buffer with calcium and magnesium

(GBV++) (Boston BioProducts) and mixed with immune complexes. After a 20-min incubation at 37�C, C3 was detected with an

anti-C3 fluorescein-conjugated goat IgG fraction detection antibody (Mpbio). Antibody-dependent NK (ADNK) cell activity was

measured via an ELISA-based assay, as described previously (Chung et al., 2015). Briefly, plates were coated with 3 mg/mL of

antigen (SARS-CoV-2 S) and blocked overnight at 4�C. NK cells were isolated the day of the assay with negative selection

(RosetteSep – Stem Cell Technologies) from healthy buffy coats (MGH blood donor center). Diluted plasma samples were added

to the antigen-coated plates (1:25 dilution) and incubated for 2h at 37�C. NK cells were mixed with a staining cocktail containing

anti-CD107a BV605 antibody (Biolegand), Golgi stop (BD Biosciences) and Brefeldin A (BFA, Sigma Aldrich). 2.5 3 105 cells/ml

were added per well to the immune complexes and incubated for 5h at 37�C. Next, cells were fixed (Perm A, Invitrogen) and stained

for surfacemarkers with anti-CD3APC-Cy7 (BioLegend) and anti-CD56 PE-Cy7 (BDBiosciences). Subsequently, cells were permea-

bilized using Perm B (Invitrogen) and intracellularly stained with an anti-MIP-1b-BV421 (BD Biosciences) and IFNg-PE (BioLegend)

antibodies.
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All assays were acquired via flow cytometry with iQue (Intellicyt) and an S-Lab 384-well plate handling robot (PAA). For ADCP,

events were gated on singlets and bead-positive cells. For ADNP, neutrophils were defined as CD66b positive events followed by

gating on bead-positive neutrophils. A phagocytosis score was calculated for ADCP and ADNP as (percentage of bead-positive cells)

x (MFI of bead-positive cells) divided by 10,000. For ADCD, complement deposition was reported as the median fluorescence inten-

sity of C3 deposition on Spike-coupled beads. For ADNK, NK cells were defined as CD3�and CD56+ events. NK cell activation was

quantified as the percentage of NK cells positive for the degranulation marker CD107a73 and for two markers of NK cell activation,

MIP-1b, and IFNg.74 In the text, we referred to these readouts as CD107aNK, MIP-1bNK, and IFNgNK.

Fc glycan analysis
Capillary electrophoresis was conducted as previously described.75 Briefly, recombinant S was biotinylated and coupled to 1 mm

neutravidin-coated magnetic beads; 5 mg of protein was coupled to 50 mL of beads for each sample. Heat-inactivated sample

(100 mL) was incubated with 50 mL of un-coupled magnetic beads to clear non-specific bead binding for 30 min. Pre-cleared plasma

was incubated with 50 mL of protein-coupled beads and incubated for 1 h at 37�C, were washed, and the captured antibody Fc was

cleaved off by incubating with 1 mL of IDEZ at 37�C for 1 h. The isolated Fc fragments were deglycosylated and the freed glycanswere

fluorescently labeled and purified using a GlycanAssure APTS Kit according to the manufacturer’s instructions. Glycans were

analyzed by capillary electrophoresis on 3500xL genetic analyzer (Applied Biosystems). Samples were run with N-glycan fucosyl,

afucosyl, bisecting and mannose N-glycan libraries to enable identification of twenty-two discrete glycan species. Glycan profiles

of each labeled and purified participant sample was measured with technical duplicate. The relative frequencies of each glycan

peak were plotted as a percentage of total glycans, calculated using GlycanAssure software.

QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

Data pre-processing
Duplicate measurements of antibody isotypes, subclasses, FcR-binding levels and ADCD measurements were averaged for each

sample and then log10 transformed. Duplicate measurements of ADNK, ADCP, and ADNP were averaged for each sample. In order

to remove antibody features with low magnitude signals, we used the variation in the control samples as a cut off. More specifically,

we removed antibody features whosemaximum signal in the CCP recipients was less than four standard deviations over the negative

control PBS wells (Mean PBS + 4x PBS SD).

Visualization
The heatmaps were created with the function pheatmap in R package ‘pheatmap’ (version 1.0.12). To eliminate the effect of extreme

values and visualize the predominant differences clearly, the color rangeswere equally divided into 100 intervals by the quantile range

of the percentage of adjusted values across all the measurements. The UMAP visualization was performed on principal components

whose cumulative explained variance is larger than 90% by umap function in R package ‘umap’ (version 0.2.7.0) with fine-tuning

parameters (neighbor = 8, min.dist = 0.1), and visualized by ggplot function in R package ggplot2 (version 3.3.5).

Polar plots
Polar plots were used to visualize the mean percentile of groups in Figures 2C, 3C, and 5A. Percentile rank scores were determined

for each feature across all considered samples using the function ‘percent_rank’ of the R package ‘dplyr’ (version 1.0.5).

Polar plots for Figure S1C were used to visualize the S-specific individual antibody profile of CCP-treated and control participants

over the course of the clinical trial. Each feature across the respective populations was scaled by min-max normalization.

Multivariate models
Four parameters logistic regression model

The details of four parameters logistic regression model were explained in our previous paper.23 Briefly, all the measurements were

normalized tomake sure theminimal values across groupswere zero and themaximum values were one. To determine the difference

of fitted models in each antibody feature involved in the control and treatment groups, the dynamics along the days since symptom

onset were described in each group (CCP-treated and control) at the population level using a four-parameter logistic growth curve.

Furthermore, to detect differences explained by different explicit parameters between control andCCP-treatment group, we built two

paired models simultaneously, allowing for combinations of parameters to differ between the two groups, while the others are shared

between the groups. 16 models controlled by the combination of four parameters were evaluated by Akaike Information Criterion

(AIC) to balance the model fitness andmodel complexity. Finally, the best model was picked with the lowest AIC values. Additionally,

to analyze the overall difference in parameters across the groups (Figure 2E), the maximum likelihood estimates for all the models

were combined by weighing the contribution of individual models by the Akaike weight.

Regression with clinical severity score

The regression model in Figure 2H was trained to associate Clinical Severity Score with top 30 features suggested by the four pa-

rameters logistic regression model with a minimal set of features. First, we applied the least absolute shrinkage and selection oper-

ator (LASSO) feature selection algorithm to extract significant features. Here, we run the LASSO feature selection 10 times on the
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whole dataset and picked the set of features, whose occurrences are more than seven times. The details were implemented in the

function ‘select_lasso’ in systemseRology R package (v.1.0). Then, a partial least square regression model was trained using the

Lasso-selected features. Model performance was evaluated by 5-fold cross-validation and the negative models were constructed

from permuted labels with multiple iterations. The permuted control models were generated 20 times by shuffling labels randomly

for each iteration. Coefficient of determination, denoted as R2 was used to evaluate the regression performance. For PLS-R, we

use the ‘opls’ function in R package ‘ropls’ (v.1.22.0) for regression and functions in systemseRology R package for the purpose

of visualization.

To further investigate the predicted performance of clinical severity score using the features selected by LASSO, the whole sam-

ples were divided into two groups (higher severity and lower severity) using the threshold 20. Then, the predicted clinical severity

scores for all the involved samples were predicted using 5-folds cross-validation for 100 repetitions. After that, the averaged ROC

curve with the roc curve from each repetition were visualized by roc function in R package pROC (version 1.18.0) as depicted in

Figure 2K.

Network analysis
The correlation networks were used to visualize the additional immune measurements significantly associated with the LASSO-

selected features, indicating enhanced insights of biological mechanisms. The measurements that were significantly (p value

<0.05) correlated with the selected features after a Benjamini-Hochberg correction were defined as co-correlates. Significant

spearman correlations above a threshold of |r| > 0.7 were visualized within the networks. In detail, the spearman correlation coeffi-

cients were calculated using ‘rcorr’ function in ‘Hmisc’ package (v4.4.2) and the p values were corrected b ‘‘Benjamini-Hochberg’

correction in ‘stats’ package (v.4.0.3). For the purpose of visualization, the correlation networks were visualized using ‘ggraph’

(v.2.0.4) and ‘igraph’ (v.1.2.6) packages.

Mixed linear model
We used two nested mixed linear models (null and full model) without/with treatment group information to assess the significance of

the association between measured antibody levels and treatment groups while controlling for potential confounding clinical

characteristics. We fit two mixed linear models and estimated the improvement in model fit by likelihood ratio testing to identify

the associated measurements for participant timepoints from the first two weeks of the trial (D1, 3, 8, and 15).

Null Model: antibodymeasurement �1 + AGE_CAT + GENDER + RACE + ETHNICITY + POOL_BLOOD + ENROLLQTR +

TOTALCMB + DM + CVD + HTN + OBESITY + CKD + CANCER + IMMDF + CM_RMDSVR + CM_STEROIDS + SymOnSet +

(TimeGroup | Sample.ID).

Full Model: antibodymeasurement �1 + CCP_vs_Control + AGE_CAT + GENDER + RACE + ETHNICITY + POOL_BLOOD +

ENROLLQTR + TOTALCMB + DM + CVD + HTN + OBESITY + CKD + CANCER + IMMDF + CM_RMDSVR + CM_STEROIDS +

SymOnSet + (TimeGroup | Sample.ID).

Likelihood ratio test
LRT = �2 *ln(MLE in Full model/MLE in Null model) � l2.

Here, the subject clinical information includes age at enrollment category, gender, race, ethnicity, blood type and enrollment period

(May-Jun 2020, July-Aug 2020, Sep-Oct 2020, Nov-Jan 2021). In addition, we included the total number of COVID-19 disease

severity modulating co-morbidities (TOTALCMB), diabetes (type1, type2) (DM), obesity (OBESITY), hypertension (HTN), cardiovas-

cular disease (CVD), pulmonary disease, chronic kidney disease (CKD), chronic liver disease, cancer (CANCER) and immune defi-

ciency (IMMDF). Additionally, the model also included whether the patients were treated with the drug Remdesivir (CM_RMDSVR)

or Steroids (CM_STEROIDS) at baseline and how long they had been symptomatic from COVID-19 (SymOnSet). The R package

‘‘lme4’’ was used to fit the mixed linear model to each measurement and test for difference in antibody features depending on

whether a patient received CCP or not. The p value from the likelihood ratio test and t value (normalized coefficients) associated

with the variable represented two arms of the clinical trial, CP_vs_Control in full model, were visualized in a volcano plot using the

ggplot function in R package ‘ggplot2’ (Version 3.3.5).

Linear model to identify the percentage of explained variance

We built a linear model to identify the association of Nucleocapsid-related antibody features with clinical outcomes in CCP-treated

and control individuals. The linear model used the same clinical characteristics involved in our previous models and N-related mea-

surements from the second week (Day 8 and Day 15 measurements) of the clinical trial to predict the clinical outcomes as measured

by the CSC. The details of the linear model are shown as follows:

CLINICAL_SEVERITY_SCORE �1 + N_C1q + N_FCAR + N_FCGR2AH + N_FCGR2B + N_FCGR3AV + N_FCGR3B + N_FCRN +

N_IgA1 + N_IgG1 + N_IgG2 + N_IgG3 + N_IgG4 + N_IgM + N_ADCD + N_ADCP + N_ADNP + N_107a._ADNK + N_IFNg_ADNK +

N_MIP1b_ADNK + AGE_CAT + GENDER + RACE + ETHNICITY + POOL_BLOOD + ENROLLQTR + TOTALCMB + DM + CVD +

HTN + OBESITY + CKD + CANCER + IMMDF + CM_RMDSVR + CM_STEROIDS + SymOnSet.

Then, the percentage of explained variance in CSC attributed to each antibody feature was calculated by Sumof Square in ANOVA.
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Unsupervised clustering to identifying the patterns in Day0

Using all the measurements or the selected subset of measurements, the spearman correlation coefficients across the measure-

ments were calculated to represent the sample-sample similarities. Then, we applied community detection method to the similarity

matrix to identify the groupswithmore homogeneous immune profiles. First, wemade a K-nearest neighbor graph based on similarity

distance. Secondly, we calculated the adjacentmatrix and identified the communities using the R package ‘igraph’. Here, the param-

eter K was searched exhaustively from low number (2) to high number, in which all the samples were grouped into one cluster. The

number of clusters was selected with the largest averaged silhouette values across all the clustering results.

To identify the measurements distinguished cluster four from the other clusters (Cluster 1,2, 3), we compared the samples inside

the cluster four and those outside it using the wilcox-rank test implemented in the wilcoxauc function, in the presto R package. This

process was repeated only with the 14 measurements that made up the CCP benefit signature to create Cluster A and B. The same

clustering procedure described above was followed to determine cluster A and B.

To evaluate whether antibody levels or function was a more important determinant of response to CCP therapy, we created three

linear models based on followingmeasurements that most distinguished Cluster 4 fromCluster 1, 2, 3: 1) the 14 antibody titers, 2) the

14 antibody functions w/o IgG1 normalization, and 3) 14 antibody functions w/IgG1 normalization. These models were fitted and the

percentage of explained variance was determined with the R package ‘‘lme4’’.

Discriminant analysis in Day60
The log2 Fold change of the average value per each measurement was calculated between CCP treatment arm and control arm. The

p values were estimated by the permutation test through shuffling the arm labels. In detail, we randomly shuffled the arm labels and

recalculated the log2 Fold change of the mean values in the two groups for 1000 times and then the p values were estimated by the

rank of the actual Fold change among the values of shuffled fold changes.

Then, the classification models were trained to distinguish control and treatment groups with aminimum set of measurements. We

first applied LASSO feature selection and then trained partial least squares discriminant analysis (PLS-DA) classifier on the selected

features as described above. The model performance was evaluated by 5-fold cross-validation. Finally, the network analysis was

used to investigate the correlated features between selected features and non-selected features. The significant spearman correla-

tion above the threshold of |r| > 0.3, were visualized within the networks.
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